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1 Program Overview

The Realizzer Fixture Builder is the tool used for creating virtual fixtures that can be used in Realizzer.

Put together component parts of a fixture

Define light sources and their properties and effects,

Describe the rotation of motor driven parts

Define DMX settings and how they control motors and effects

The Fixture Builder is included as part of the Realizzer package. It is located in the Realizzer folder that

can be found via the "Start" menu.
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1.1 Main Window

Main Tool Bar

The main toolbar is located at the top of the main window, below the main menu.

It has the following tools.

New

Create a new fixture from scratch.

Open

Opens up a File Dialog to open a fixture file. Supported formats are .snf2 and .snff.

Save

Stores the current fixture in a file.

Visual Settings

Opens up the visual settings window.

1.2 Visual Settings Window

The visual settings window controls the visual appearance of the 3D preview. It can be brought up by

clicking the visual settings icon ( ) in the main tool bar.

Visual settings are not stored. Every time a fixture is created or loaded, the settings are reset to their
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defaults. In Realizzer, fixtures are subject to the scenes visual settings.

Global Section
The controls inside the global section influence the global lighting affecting factors global light, haze

and glow. 

Quality Section
The quality section allows to level out 3D quality vs. performance. Modern computers should be easily

capable of coping with the highest graphics quality settings. But if for some reason the performance

suffers, it might be a good option to go with lower quality settings.

The Laser Section
To be implemented on future release.

1.3 Test Console Window

The test console displays virtual faders to test the current DMX settings. It offers a fader for each DMX

channel the fixture has and enables communication with a real fixture via ArtNet.
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The Tool Bar

The toolbar contains the following tools.

Mode

Selects the mode in which the fixture will operate.

Refresh Console

Updates the faders. When clicked, changes that were made to the DMX settings

appear in the test console.

Full Open

Sets the light affecting channels to values that produce a good visible light.

Full Close

Sets all channels to zero.

ArtNet Input

Listens to ArtNet and enables control of the virtual channels via ArtNet.

ArtNet Output on ArtNet Port 1

Opens a dialog from where 

Specifying a broadcast IP is possible. Caution is advised here, as ArtNet fires

packages at a relatively high rate that some network devices can't cope with.

1.4 3D Preview Window

The 3D Preview gives a permanent feedback about what the fixture looks like, how it behaves and how

the light illuminates the scene.
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The upper left corner shows performance statistics about the current framerate, CPU usage and

window resolution.

Movements work in the same way as in Realizzer.

1.5 Wheel Editor Window

The wheel editor enables the creation of gobo wheels for the fixture. It is possible to create discs from

images that represent gobo slots, or to add or create custom color filters.
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The section on the Left allows you to select the desired wheel. The middle section is where you

configure the selected wheel. The Right hand section contains the Library from where you select your

Gobo's and Colour from.

The creation of wheels is described in Filter Wheels.

1.6 Scene Graph Window

The Scene Graph shows the elements that make up the fixture. The hierarchy defines how sub parts are

placed and moved relatively to each other.

The naming "scene graph" might seem a little confusing in the context of the fixture builder. It

originates from the scene graph in Realizzer, which offers the same hierarchy of objects in a scene and

allows to strip the scene down to its most individual components.

The scene graph's menu-bar
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Add

Adds a new object to the scene graph.

Delete

Deletes the selected object from the scene graph.

Group selected

Puts the selected objects into a new group.

The "Add" sub-menu

The add sub-menu contains the object types that can be added to the fixture.

The "Add" Menu

The "Add Object" Submenu

Note that selecting an object in the scene graph before adding a new object does not automatically

move it below the selected object. New objects are always created on the upper layer and need to be

moved to the desired place in the scene graph.

1.7 Fixture Info Window

The Fixture Info window contains summarized information about the fixture. The provided information

also configures the fixture in its most general parameters, so it reduces quite a bit work.
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Pictures
The thumbnail is the picture that appears in the library. It should be square and not too high-res

(around 512x512 pixels).

Below a 2D CAD Symbol may be attached.

General Section
Fixture Type: Defines the general fixture type.

Manufacturer: Can hold a brand or manufacturer name. The drop-down menu lists some names that

are already present in the fixture library. Entering a new name will create a corresponding directory in

the fixture library with that name.

Name: The name of the fixture.

Order Number: May contain the order number of a product

Weight: Net weight (without packaging) of the fixture in kilo gram.

Dimensions: Keeps the measurements of the fixture

Mechanical Section
Beside the informational value, these settings also offer a shortcut to adjust the machinery motor

parameters. In a common fixture layout with one machinery motor for each, pan and tilt, these

parameters correspond to the maximum angles and speeds of the motors. This section is disabled if

the loaded fixture does not contain a machinery motor it may correspond to.

Lighting Section
Beside the informational value, these settings also offer a shortcut to adjust the light object's

parameters. It does however only affect the first light in a fixture with multiple light objects. This section

is disabled if the loaded fixture does not contain a light it may correspond to.

Beam Angle: The beam angle of the spot

Lux@5m: The light intensity in lux at a distance of 5 meters

Comments Section
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Within this text box one may write down additional information that might be useful to anyone who

works with this fixture. A time stamp is created here as a placeholder at creation time.

1.8 LED Editor Window

With the LED editor the unique LEDs of a LED-spot can be placed in a light object. The editor can be

opened by right-clicking the regarded light object and choosing "Open LED editor..." from the sub-

menu.

The tool bar contains two buttons that can be used to add new LEDs and delete selected LEDs to and

from the spot.

The scheme below shows the placement of the LEDs inside the spot. LEDs can be selected and moved

around with drag and drop. Multiple LEDs get selected by holding Ctrl while clicking the next LED.

The list on the right side provides tools for arranging and sizing the selected LEDs and also for

automatically adding DMX functionality for them to the DMX settings.

1.9 DMX Settings Window

The DMX Settings tool allows you to apply DMX functionality to the fixture.
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The elements the DMX settings window operates on are modes, channels and presets.

1.10 Moving Windows Around

The single windows that make up the different sections of the fixture builder may be freely detached,

tabbed and reorganized.

A window gets detached from it's current location by dragging its title bar or its tab, respectively.

Handles appear that indicate where the window can be reattached.

Each window (including the main window) has 5 areas, where another window can be docked to: top,

left, right, bottom, center. When dragging the window to the center-handle of another window that has

content by itself, the windows get organized in tabs.

2 Fixture Construction

This chapter covers the composition of a fixture and how to build one and add functionality to it.

2.1 Composition of a Fixture

2.1.1 Components of a Fixture

The parts of a fixture are organized in hierarchy order, called the scene graph. This allows mounted

parts within the fixture to move together.

This chapter gives an overview of what individual parts a fixture can be made of. However if the
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process of building up the basic entity from scratch is too costly, you may utilize the templates as

described in The Basics Of Fixture Creation. These provide a basic fixture frame with all the necessary

parts in place. Those can still be tweaked or even completely redesigned.

3D Models

These make up the visual chassis of a fixture. Each model represents a single part that can be moved

individually.

The origin of a model itself (as from within the modeling software) represents the relative origin of the

model towards its parental object regarding the scene graph hierarchy. This  relative movements,

especially for motor driven rotations.

A word about caching: Loaded models get cached internally in order to prevent multiple copies from

being stored inside the fixture file. The resulting drawback is that a model cannot simply be replaced

by a subsequently modified version. To accomplish this one would either rename the model file, or

delete the model from the scene graph, save the fixture, re-load it and finally add the model again.

Light Objects

Light objects produce the actual light with its unique characteristics like: brightness, color, light fall off,

color temperature, beam angle, etc.

The shape of the beam is based on the fixture's orifice. This is represented by a flat model, placed

hierarchically below the light object. This model is often referred to as the "bulb".

When starting from a template, these objects are already in place and can be tweaked to meet the

fixtures requirements.

Machinery Motors

The machinery motor is a function that defines the rotation of objects that are attached to it in the

scene graph. The motor itself is not visible. If in a particular case the motor itself has to be visible, it

would be represented by a 3D model.

For controlling it's speed, a motor can be referenced from within the DMX settings.

Group Objects

Group objects offer the benefits of grouping objects in the scene graph without having any particular

functionality. However group objects are used to enable motor-less rotations if the fixture can be

adjusted by hand.

2.1.2 Hierarchy Order Of Objects

The parts of a fixture are stacked in a hierarchy manner. This way they move relatively with other parts

they are mounted to. This includes all types of 3-dimensional transformations (i.e. translation, rotation

and scaling). This hierarchy is displayed by the scene graph.

There are some rules that define how items are arranged in order to achieve a certain functionality.
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The rotation axis of a motor object is determined by naming it "Pan" or "Tilt", respectively.

The same principle is valid for group objects, while those do not rotate by itself but instead get rotated

when placing them in the desired orientation in Realizzer.

To change the hierarchy dependency of an object, simply drag and drop it to the desired parent

object.

Typical graph structure for a spot

An actually working example can be utilized to demonstrate the typical graph of a spot fixture. Most

commonly a spot fixture consists of...

two machinery motors, or - if no motor is present - two group objects, one for each axis: pan and tilt

A base, a hangar, a head and a bulb as 3D models. Of course a fixture may consist of less parts.

One or more light objects
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The fixture object itself contains the model that represents the base (WashYoke_Case.dae) and the
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machinery motor for the pan movement.

The hangar model (SpotYoke_Hang.dae) lies below the "Pan" motor, together with the "Tilt" motor, so

both will follow the movement of the "Pan" motor.

Below the "Tilt" motor are the Light and the head model (SpotYoke_Head.dae). These are now subject

to both motors movement.

Finally the Light contains the bulb model (SpotYoke_Bulb.dae). 

2.2 The Building Workflow

2.2.1 The Basics Of Fixture Creation

This chapter covers how a fixture is created from a template and modified to meet the desired

characteristics. Creation of more complex and individual fixtures is covered in the chapter Advance

Fixture Creation. It does however require a good knowledge of 3D modeling techniques.

Beginning from a template
In many cases it is perfectly sufficient to start from a template and modify it to meet your needs.

Let's begin with creating a plain basic fixture. Choosing "New from Template..." from the file menu

opens up a dialog that asks for choosing a generic fixture template from a drop down menu.

File > New from Template ...

Selecting a fixture template presents you with a preview thumbnail of what the fixture will basically look

like.

By pressing OK a basic fixture of that type gets created that can be modified upon ones own wishes.

The example in this chapter is based on the Fresnel Par template.
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It is advisable to fill in the Fixture information in the Fixture Info Window as a first step, as the Naming

and Manufacturer suggests the location where the fixture gets stored in the library. Also changing the

values inside the lighting options constitutes a quick way to easily adjust the most general light

attributes.

Modification of the fixture
First one might want to adjust the size of the fixture. This can be done by selecting the "Fixture" root

node from the scene graph which opens the nodes object settings in the objects settings window. The

scaling of the "Fixture" node affects the scale of the whole fixture, as it is the parent node of all objects.

Next, the light source can be modified. The light object can be found by expanding the tree in the

scene graph. Clicking on the light opens it's properties in the object settings window. The most

substantial values to adjust can be found in the advanced tab. These are ColorTemperature, ApFallOff,

LightFallOff, LuxAt5m and BeamAngle. Some of them where already automatically modified after

changing the fixture infos on the beginning. For an explaination of all the parameters of an object,

see...
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By tweaking these values you should be able to get a fairly good approach to your original fixture.
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Adding objects to the fixture
1. Click "Add" from the header menu of the scene graph. (Alternatively you may right-click the scene

graph box and move to "Add Object" inside the drop-down menu.)

2. Choose the desired object type.

3. The new object will appear at the bottom of the scene graph. From there it can be placed in the

desired position in the scene graph via drag and drop.

2.2.2 Defining DMX Functionalities

When the fixture itself appears in a good light so far, it is time to add some DMX functionality.

Adding DMX Modes
DMX settings are organized in modes. In order to setup DMX channels, at least one mode needs to be

created first. That's done by clicking the Plus icon ( ) beside the Modes drop down menu. A dialog

asks for naming the new mode. For fixtures with just a single mode it is good practice to name it

"default".

Adding DMX Channels
After confirming the mode name, DMX channels can be added. New plain channels, that don't have any

functionality yet, can be added by clicking the "Add DMX channel" Button. The drop-down button

besides offers a shortcut to add common DMX channel combinations, like RGB color or Pan/Tilt

machinery channels.

Configuring DMX Channels
Now the newly created channels can be selected to modify them. The channel properties appear to the

right side of the channel list.

The function type button defines the general function of that channel. It opens a drop down that lists all

the available DMX channel functions. Choosing a function also automatically renames the channel with a

suggestive name regarding that function. Manually naming a channel in a meaningful way is always

good practice as it gives a clear view and enables to easily find the channels in Realizzer and the test

console, especially when having a huge amount of channels.

A wheel can be chosen when the function type involves usage of a wheel. The creation and usage of

wheels is discussed later in chapter Adding Wheels.

Finally, a list is maintained with fixtures that the channel applies to. A dimmer, for example, may only

address one or a few certain lights in a fixture with multiple light objects. The "Linked objects"-list

contains just these addressed objects that a channel shall apply to. That can be motors for pan/tilt and

speed as well. But in most cases light objects are controlled by DMX channels.

Some DMX channels are divided into ranges. For example a strobe channel might have 3 number

ranges (e.g. shutter open, strobe, shutter close) or even more. To accomplish that, a DMX channel can

have multiple Presets. Those get added to the selected channel by clicking "Add preset" in the tool bar

of the DMX Settings window. The following picture shows a shutter channel with different presets and

their ranges.
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Testing Functionality
Every now and then you'll want to check whether the functionality behaves the way you want it and

tweak it further. To do so you may go over to the console window and refresh it by clicking the

"Refresh Console" Button ( ). This updates the channels and their functionality to the DMX console.

Now moving the corresponding faders shows the effect in the 3D Preview.

The test console can send DMX into a network via ArtNet. This way a real fixture may be connected to

the test console and it's functionality can be compared to the one of the virtual fixture.

2.2.3 Filter Wheels

Adding a wheel
1. Click on the "Add Wheel" button to bring in a new wheel.

2. A dialog box will open that asks for a name for the new wheel. Enter a meaningful name for yourself
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to identify the wheel in the list.

3. Click "OK" to create the wheel.

Configuring a wheel
The middle section of the wheel editor shows a preview of the selected gobo wheel and its

parameters.

Slot Count The number of slots placed on the disc. A wheel must have at

least 2 slots.

Wheel type The drop down next to the slot count defines the type of the

wheel. This is important for the DMX settings in order to handle

the wheel correctly.

Name The name of the wheel.

Rotation Speed (deg/sec) This defines the minimum and maximum speed of the rotation of

the disc. For devides that allow to control the speed via DMX,

this setting defines the rotation speed range.

Slot Rotation Speed (deg/sec) This defines the rotation speed range of the slots. For devices

that allow control of the speed via DMX, this setting defines the

minimum and maximum speed of that rotation.

Adding gobo- and color filters
When the wheel has empty slots (as explained above) gobo images and color filters may be added

from the library in the right section of the editor.

The tabs on top switch between the gobo and the color filter library. While the gobo library allows

browsing the library tree for a gobo, the color library offers some predefined colors and the ability to

define custom colors.

To define a custom color, click a color preset that is the closest to your desired color. Now the faders

below allow the tuning of the red, green and blue components of the color.

The desired filters - whether gobo or color - can be placed in the target slot via drag and drop.

Controlling Gobo Wheels via DMX
There are different DMX functionalities available that allow control over indexing slots, rotating them,

rotating the wheel, rotation speeds, and so on. These functionalities can be added like described in 

Defining DMX Functionalities.

2.3 Advanced Fixture Design
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2.3.1 Designing LEDs

Circle Arrange
This tool allows you to specify a radius, a start angle, an end angle and an offset angle to arrange the

selected LEDs in a circle. The action takes effect after clicking the "Arrange" button.

Matrix Arrange
This tool allows you to arrange the LEDs in a 2-dimensional matrix.

The "Distance Horizontal" field specifies the horizontal gap between each column. The Count field

besides defines the actual number of columns in the matrix.

The "Distance Vertical" field specifies the space that the whole matrix consumes vertically. The Count

field besides defines the actual number of rows in the matrix.

The tool places as many LEDs as are required in order to build a matrix with the specified number of

rows and colums. If not enough LEDs are selected, then the matrix will be incomplete. If more LEDs are

selected than are needed to build the matrix, the position of the remaining LEDs will not be changed.

The checkboxes specify the order in which the LEDs get sorted.

Checking "Arrange vertical" sets the first order direction from to vertical instead of horizontal (default).

"Mirror horizontal" turns the horizontal ordering around. So the numbering goes from right to left.

"Mirror vertical" turns the vertical ordering around. So the numbering goes bottom up.

The LEDs will be arranged after clicking the arrange button.
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Auto Functions
This tool allows fast creation of DMX settings for the selected LED's.

There are two possible ways to add the required DMX channels.

"Add One Function" creates the required DMX channels only once and references all selected LEDs to

them. If you chose the RGB functionality, for example, then 3 channels would be created that all

selected LEDs get linked to.

"Add Functions for all" on the other hand creates the required DMX channels once per LED. As for the

RGB example, 3 channels would be created per LED. In effect there would be 3 times the number of

selected LEDs number of channels.

Note that the DMX settings window will show the changes only after re-selecting the mode from the

drop down in the DMX settings window itself.

LED Size
This tool allows changing the LED radius. First enter the diameter of the LED in millimeters. Then click

"Change" in order to make the change take effect on the selected LEDs.

2.3.2 Building Fixtures From Scratch

This chapter explains the basics that are needed in order to create more customized fixtures. This is for

rather experienced users who have a good knowledge about 3D modeling.

Building up the model
When building a fixture from scratch, the first thing to do is building up the model. When the fixture's

uniqueness however requires own parts there are some guidelines one might want follow.

3D models should be as low poly as possible. Remember that in a production probably not only one

fixture of that type will be used, and the performance decreases per instantiated fixture with the

complexity of the 3D models being used.

The origin of any part must be its mounting point. Any translation, rotation or scaling refers to the

models origin. Of course there are tricks to fix a misplaced origin, but this can be very time

consuming in the building of fixtures and it's much less confusing doing it correctly in the first place.

The unit in the Fixture Builder is centimeters.

To add the neccessary parts we go over to the scene graph and add them. For a beginner it might be

easier to add part models one by one while rather confident users can save time by adding all models

at once and position them correctly afterwards.

As parts are positioned relatively to the parts they are mounted to, they should be brought into the

correct hierarchy order first.

The parts can be put together correctly by tweaking the Position, Rotation and Scale parameters in the

object settings window makes the parts fit together. As a reminder, changing these values also

influences how 

Manually rotating the object around the corresponding axis might give a glimpse of what the rotation

will actually look like.
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The light object itself is another object in the scene graph hierarchy, with a position, orientation and

size alike. Additionally it has some parameters that affect the lighting.

2.3.3 Testing with real devides

A device that communicates via ArtNet can be hooked up to and controlled by the test console. In

order to achieve this, follow these steps.

1. In the tool bar of the test console click the "ArtNet Output" button ( ).

2. A dialog box will open that takes an IP address for the destination node. This may be any valid IP

address, unicast, multicast and broadcast likewise.

FYI: Some devices cannot cope with the amount of data that ArtNet transfers. So ensure you are not

broadcasting to a network to which sensible devices are attached to.

3. After clicking "OK", the test console will send it's DMX values to the specified IP address.
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